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RFI filter C1 20m, C2 100m - Filter for low-voltage 1-pole
8A FFR-CSH-036-8A-SF1

Mitsubishi
FFR-CSH-036-8A-SF1
312332

32,53 GBP excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 3-5 days* (GBR)

Radio interference suppression filter C1 20m, C2 100m FFR-CSH-036-8A-SF1 Suitable as radio interference suppression filter, number of poles, primary side 1, rated current
at AC 8 ... 8A, degree of protection (IP) IP00, radio interference suppression filter for FR-D740-012/022 /036, D/E720-0.1 to 0.75 K, the filter enables compliance with the
following limit values: C1 to 20 m, C2 to 100 m
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